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The spectroscopic quadrupole moments of the neutron deficient radioactive Ir isotopes184Ir, 186Ir g,
186Ir m, 187Ir, 188Ir, and 189Ir were measured with the technique of quadrupole-interaction-resolved NMR
on oriented nuclei. The ratio of quadrupole moments of the22 isomeric state186Ir m and the51 ground
state 186Ir g points to different nuclear deformations in these states. In addition, we present a new
method for the unambiguous measurement of ground state spins. [S0031-9007(96)01746-2]

PACS numbers: 21.10.Ky, 21.60.Ev, 27.70.+q, 76.60.–k
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The Ir nuclei lie in the transition region between t
well-deformed rare earth nuclei and the spherical nu
near208Pb. In this transition region, the nuclear deform
tion may be influenced considerably by the properties
specific single-particle wave functions, and may thus
different for ground states and low-lying isomeric stat
even if the energy difference is small.

The ground state configurations of184Ir and 186Ir have
been the subject of many investigations, both theoretic
and experimentally [1–8]. Fromb-decay studies of186Ir
sIp  51d a low-K ground state configuration had be
proposed for186Ir [1,2], the main components in the wav
function given byIp K  511 and510. This can be un-
derstood as the coupling of ap1y22f541g state (ground
state of 185Ir) and of an1y22f510g state (ground state o
185Os), for whichK  0 and 1 is expected. In the frame
work of the rotational model theK-quantum number ca
be determined from the spectroscopic quadrupole mom
Q which is connected with the intrinsic quadrupole m
mentQ0 by

Q  Q0
3K2 2 IsI 1 1d
sI 1 1d s2I 1 3d

. (1)

Thus, for a low-K state of a nucleus with prolate deform
tion, a negative quadrupole moment is expected.
186Ir, this was confirmed by the measurement of the sp
troscopic quadrupole moment with quadrupole-interac
nuclear orientation (QI-NO), which yieldedQ 
22.41s20d b [3]. This value indicated a larger nucle
deformation than expected from the extrapolation
heavier Ir isotopes. In this context, it is an interest
question whether the nuclear deformation of the lowK
anomalous ground state186Ir g is enhanced by the specifi
properties of thep1y22f541g proton intruder state comin
down from theph9y2 orbital. This can be tested by
measurement of the quadrupole moment of the lo
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lying IpK  222 isomeric state186Ir m (configuration:
p3y21f402g n7y22f503g).

For 184Ir, from theb-decay properties, a similar low-K
ground state configuration had been proposed [2]. H
QI-NO measurements yieldedQ  12.2s4d b [4], which
precluded a low-K configuration. It was proposed that th
184Ir ground state is described by a mixture ofK  4 and
5 components, which can be understood as arising f
the coupling of ap1y22f541g state (ground state of183Ir)
and an9y21f624g state (ground state of183Os), for which
K  4 and 5 is expected. Recently, from spectrosco
investigations, the configuration and even the assignm
of I  5 for 184Ir was doubted [7].

Here, in addition to precision measurements of qu
rupole moments, we present a new method for the m
surement of ground state spins with resonance precis
It is based on the following features: For the case
a combined magnetic-dipole plus electric-quadrupole
perfine interaction the resonance spectrum consists o2I
subresonances which are separated equidistantly ar
the magnetic hyperfine splitting. The frequency offset
the subresonance with the largest amplitude to the m
netic hyperfine splitting depends onI. ThusI can be de-
termined by frequency measurements. This method
applied to184Ir, with the unambiguous resultI  5.

The questions addressed above can be answere
measuring the quadrupole splittings in hcp-Co, fro
which—without the exact knowledge of the electric fie
gradient (EFG) of Ir in hcp-Co—highly precise ratio
of quadrupole moments are obtained. We also pres
however, results of quadrupole-interaction-resolved NM
on oriented nuclei (QI-NMR-ON) measurements on187Ir,
188Ir, and 189Ir. With the relative quadrupole splittings o
Ip  3y21 187Ir and 189Ir in hcp-Co, and the quadrupol
moments of Ip  3y21 191Ir and 193Ir known from
muonic x-ray spectroscopy [9], we are able to determ
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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the EFG of Ir in hcp-Co. Thus we can deduce absol
values for the quadrupole moments of184Ir, 186Ir g, 186Ir m,
187Ir, 188Ir, and 189Ir.

For Ir in a hcp-Co single crystal, in addition to th
magnetic hyperfine interaction, there exists an elec
quadrupole interaction. The strength of the interaction
specified by the magnetic and electric hyperfine splitt
frequencies which are defined as

nM  jgmN BHFyhj , (2)

nQ  e2qQyh . (3)

Here g and eQ are the nuclearg factor and the spec
troscopic quadrupole moment, andBHF and eq are the
magnetic hyperfine field and the EFG, respectively. B
the magnetic hyperfine field and the EFG depend on
angleu of the electronic magnetization with respect
the c axis of the Co single crystal. We denoteBHF su 
0±d  B

k
HF and BHF su  90±d  B'

HF . The caseu 
0±—denoted as 0± geometry—is realized for zero exte
nal magnetic field, or if the external magnetic field is a
plied parallel to thec axis. To realize the caseu  90±—
denoted as 90± geometry—an external magnetic field h
to be applied perpendicular to thec axis, Bext $ B'

A 1

Bdem whereB'
A  13.4 kG is the perpendicular anisotrop

field andBdem is the demagnetization field which depen
on the dimensions of the sample. (Typical values forBdem

are0.3 . . . 0.5 kG in the present work.)
The hyperfine interaction of radioactive Ir isotopes

hcp-Co can be determined with the technique of NM
on oriented nuclei [10]. For an isotope with spinI,
there exists a set of2I subresonances. For 0± geometry
(denoted byk) and 90± geometry (denoted by'), the
center of the subresonance corresponding to rf transit
between statejml and jm 1 1l is, assuming that the
m  I state lies lowest in energy, given by

n
k
m !m11  nk

mag 2 Dn
skd
Q sm 1

1
2 d , (4)

n'
m !m11  n'

mag 2 Dn
s'd
Q sm 1

1
2 d s1 1 Cm11

m d , (5)

nsk,'d
mag  n

sk,'d
M 1 fjgjmN sgnsBsk,'d

HF dyhg
3 sBext 2 Bdemd s1 1 Kd , (6)

Dn
skd
Q  Dn

scd
Q 1 Dn

sLd
Q , (7)

Dn
s'd
Q  Dn

scd
Q 2

1
2 Dn

sLd
Q , (8)

Dn
sc,Ld
Q  3n

sc,Ld
Q yf2Is2I 2 1dg , (9)

n
sc,Ld
Q  e2qsc,LdQyh . (10)

Here eqscd is the “collinear” EFG which is axial sym
metric with respect to the direction of$BHF and eqsLd is
the lattice EFG which is axial symmetric with respect
the c axis. For 90± geometry, if the quadrupole inter
action due to the lattice EFG is small with respect to
magnetic interaction,n

sLd
Q ø nM , the quadrupole subreso

nance spectrum is still equidistant, and the quadrupole
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resonance separation isDn
scd
Q 2

1
2 Dn

sLd
Q . If jn

sLd
Q j is not

small compared tonM , the quadrupole subresonance spe
trum is no more equidistant. This is taken into accou
by the correction factorsCm11

m in Eq. (5) which are cal-
culated by diagonalization of the hyperfine Hamilto
ian. For the present case, theCm11

m are of the order of
1022 · · · 1021. K in Eq. (6) is the resonance shift pa
rameter which takes into account the Knight shift and d
magnetic shielding.

We denote the subresonance between the energeti
lowest sublevels asn1 resonance, the nextn2, etc. At low
temperatures, then1 resonance has the largest amplitu
and can thus be measured with the best accuracy.
higher subresonances can also be observed with suffic
statistical accuracy, the quadrupole interaction is obtai
directly from the frequency differences. The highe
accuracy is normally achieved for 0± geometry, but the
resonance amplitudes are much larger in 90± geometry
because of the resonancelike enhancement factor
the radio frequency field [11]. If higher subresonanc
cannot be observed—as for186Ir m in the present case—
the quadrupole interaction can be determined from
measurement ofn1 in 0± and 90± geometry,

n
k
1 2 n'

1  Dnmag 2 s 3
2 Dn

sLd
Q 2 CI

I21Dn
s'd
Q d sI 2

1
2 d ,
(11)

where the (small) magnetic contribution to the offs
Dnmag is obtained via Eq. (6).

In addition, the spin of the oriented state can be de
mined with resonance measurements: The offset ofn1 to
the magnetic hyperfine splitting is given by

nM 2 n1  sI 2 1y2dDnQ . (12)

Thus the spin of the oriented state can be determined f
three frequency measurements,

I  snmag 2 n1dyDnQ 1 1y2 , (13)

where the magnetic splittingnmag can be determined with

several kinds of experiments, e.g., ifB
sCod
HF yB

sFe,Nid
HF is

known, by additional NMR-ON measurements with Fe
Ni as host lattice.

The IrCo samples were prepared at the mass separ
ISOLDE at CERN. Hg precursor isotopes were implant
with E  60 keV into disk-shaped hcp-Co single crysta
(diameter, 10 mm; thickness, 0.2 mm). Much atten-
tion was paid to a high surface quality which was obtain
by a sophisticated procedure of mechanical, chemical,
electropolishing steps [12]. Thec axis was oriented par-
allel to the plane of the disks. Using a3He-4He dilu-
tion refrigerator with a top-loading facility, the sample
were cooled to temperatures near 10 mK. The radio
quency was frequency modulated, with a band width
tween60.05 and61.0 MHz.

QI-NMR-On spectra of186Ir gCo are shown in Fig. 1,
for 0± geometry (top) and 90± geometry (bottom). In both
5017
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FIG. 1. QI-NMR-ON resonance of186Ir gCo(hcp) in 0± (top) and
90± geometry (bottom).

cases, the lowest 4 subresonances are well resolved.
ratio of the 0± to 90± subresonance separationDn

k
QyDn

'
Q

differs strongly from 22, which would be expected
for a pure lattice EFG. It indicates the existence
a relatively large collinear EFG. Consistent data w
similarly high precision were also obtained for184Ir, 187Ir,
188Ir, and 189Ir. The results are compiled in Table I. F
186Ir m only then1 resonance could be observed, howev
both for 0± geometry and 90± geometry. Taking into
accountDn

k
QyDn

'
Q as known from the other isotope

the respective quadrupole splitting could be determi
also with high precision. The 0± geometry quadrupole
splittings and ratios of quadrupole moments are listed
columns 3 and 4 of Table II.

For the derivation of the absolute values of t
quadrupole moments the EFG of IrCo has to be known
Here actually a problem arises as there is no unique
to 191Ir or 193Ir for which the quadrupole moments a
known from muonic x-ray spectroscopy [9]. The link v
the quadrupole splitting of a radioactive isotope in Fe
Ni (measured with NMR-ON) to the quadrupole splittin
5018
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of 191Ir and 193Ir in Fe and Ni (measured with conven
tional NMR) may contain an unpredictable uncertain
as has been shown recently for Au in Fe [13]. Thus
apply the procedure with which the quadrupole splittin
of Au isotopes were interpreted correctly [14], as prov
later by subsequent laser-spectroscopy measurem
[15]. The quadrupole moments of3y21 Au isotopes
191Au, 193Au, 195Au, and 197Au show a nearly perfect lin-
ear dependence onA (see Fig. 2). The3y21 isotopes
187Ir, 189Ir, 191Ir, and 193Ir have essentially the same nu
clear structure. This is also supported by the kno
nuclear magnetic moments which differ only weak
The measured ratioQs187IrdyQs189Ird  1.072s2d is in
excellent agreement with the linear extrapolation fro
191Ir and 193Ir, according to which 1.074(10) is expecte
In this way Qs189Ird  10.878s10d b is obtained which
is used to deduce the quadrupole moments of the o
Ir isotopes. These are listed in column 5 of Table
The intrinsic quadrupole moments deduced via Eq.
are shown in Fig. 2. For the even isotopes with “no
mal” ground state configurationK  I 2 186Irm, and
188Ir, and 192Ir 2 Q0 is slightly larger thanQ0 of the odd
Ip  3y21 isotopes, with the same decreasing trend a
function ofA.

For 184Ir and 186Ir g, Q0 cannot be obtained directl
because of the unknownK-quantum number. For184Ir,
we obtain Q0  14.17s5d b for K  5 and Q0 
110.4s1d b for K  4, with the actual value due toK
mixing in between. Thus a detailed knowledge of t
ground state wave function would be necessary to ded
Q0. For the determination of the ground state spin
184Ir the magnetic hyperfine splitting in Fe was measu
to be 143.6(2) MHz. WithB

sCo,kd
HF yB

sFed
HF  0.7538s2d, n

k
1

127.171(45) MHz, andDn
k
Q  24.249s32d MHz (see

Table I), we get, according to Eq. (13),I  4.95s6d. This
proves unambiguouslyI  5.

Concerning the deformation, more stringent conclusi
can be drawn for186Ir g. We obtainQ0  16.62s8d b
for K  0 and Q0  17.36s9d b for K  1, the actual
value due toK mixing again in between, however, with
lower limit, Q0s186Irgd $ 16.62s8d b. This is consider-
ably larger thanQ0 of the isomeric state, for which, takin
K  I  2, Q0s186Irmd  15.10s6d b is obtained.
TABLE I. Measured resonance frequencies of Ir isotopes in hcp-Co.

Isotope Ip
n

k
1 (MHz) Dn

k
Q (MHz) n

'
1 (MHz) Dn

'
Q (MHz) Dn

k
QyDn

'
Q

184Ir 5s2d 127.171(45)a 24.249s32da 101.856(26)c 10.968s16dc 24.39s8d
186Ir g 51 577.950(10)a 14.470s17da 592.540(10)c 20.974s11dc 24.59s6d
186Ir m 22 277.654(16)a 238.123(62)c
187Ir 3y21 117.876(8)a 224.719s28da 85.950(90)d
188Ir 12 257.229(23)a 238.102s35db 229.854(32)c 18.750s80dc 24.35s5d
189Ir 3y21 100.136(16)a 223.064s49da 70.444(90)d 15.353s79dd 24.31s6d

aBext  0 kG; bBext  10 kG; cBext  18 kG; dBext  20 kG.
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TABLE II. Quadrupole moments of Ir isotopes. (The fina
values fornk

Q were obtained from a simultaneousleast-squares
fit taking into accountnk

Q , n
'
Q , n

k
1 , andn

'
1 of all isotopes.)

Isotope Ip
n

k
Q (MHz) QyQs189Ird Q sbd

184Ir 5s2d 2126.31s43d 12.742s11d 12.407s29d
186Ir g 51 1133.69s43d 22.902s11d 22.548s31d
186Ir m 22 276.41s16d 11.658s5d 11.456s17d
187Ir 3y21 249.40s5d 11.072s2d 10.941s11d
188Ir 12 225.41s2d 10.5515s11d 10.484s6d
189Ir 3y21 246.07s8d 1.0 10.878s10d
191Ir 3y21 · · · · · · 10.816s9d
192Ir 4s2d · · · 12.445s58d 12.147s56d
193Ir 3y21 · · · · · · 10.751s9d

The deformation parameterb2 can be calculated using
the rotational-model relationship

b2 

p
5p

3ZR2
0

sI 1 1d s2I 1 3d
3K2 2 IsI 1 1d

Q , (14)

with the resultsb2s186Irmd  10.17 and b2s186Irgd $

10.22 . . . 1 0.25. Thus—despite the very small energy
difference between isomer and ground state of,1.5 keV
[8]—the deformation of186Ir g is considerably larger than
the deformation of186Ir m. This is probably connected
with the specific properties of thep1y22f541g proton
intruder state coming down from theph9y2 orbital:
Because of the large negative energy dependence of
p1y22f541g single-particle energy with deformation, a
larger ground state deformation is favored. Concernin
the low-energy level scheme it has been reported th
the best agreement between theoretical description a

FIG. 2. Intrinsic quadrupole moments of Ir and Au isotopes
The quadrupole moment of192Ir is taken from Ref. [16].
the

g
at
nd

.

experiment has been obtained forb2  0.15 [8]. The
large ground state deformation as observed here
however, not described properly. Thus, the new d
on the quadrupole moments should stimulate a n
theoretical approach. In this context it should be add
that the correct description of186Ir g would be a challenge
as it is to our knowledge the only one known isotope w
a I 2 K $ 4 anomalous ground state.
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